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Abstract

Additive manufacturing being looming technology in manufacturing industry, show high
potentials in future of end-user productions. While additive manufacturing technologies
facing the challenge of fabricating end-user products efficiently like traditional manufac-
turing, where end-user products composed with multi-functional parts with multiple ma-
terials. Despite multi-material additive manufacturing units commercially available in the
market, it still holds the challenge of meeting the requirements of mass production. This
paper demonstrates potential of using collaboration to overcome these challenges in additive
manufacturing. Collaborative Additive Manufacturing can be declared as the future of the
manufacturing industry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background of the Study

Rapid prototyping (RP) was developed in the 1980s for creating three-dimensional object layer by
layer using digital information known as Computer-Aided Design (CAD) to create models and pro-
totype parts (Huang, Liu, Mokasdar, & Hou,2013). Within a decade, core RP techniques were
patented, and an immense number of vast industrial applications followed the RP, which started to get
the attention of researches about capabilities of RP to expand, not only in prototyping, to make a tool
to be Rapid Tooling (RT) or to creating tools for producing a final product (Sachs, Cima, Williams,
Brancazio, & Cornie,1992;Jacobs,1995). With these kinds of abilities, researchers kept exploring
the potentials and found the Rapid Manufacturing (RM), which is to create a final product directly
from a CAD model. RP technologies, which allows mass customization instead of the traditional
mass production, creates a new horizon in the manufacturing industry (Rudgley,2001). Other than
that, first, RP technologies do not require a product specific tool. RP technologies production tools
can fabricate any kind of part, without any initial investment like setup cost. Secondly, RP technolo-
gies allow unlimited freedom in manufacturing (because of that, RP has got nametags like ‘freeform
fabrication’). With the help of this behavior, the product design no longer needs to meet with the con-
ventional manufacturing requirements. Third strength RP holds can be considered as the possibility
to make multi-grade materials, which can fabricate parts where material properties are varying from
point to point within the part.

Figure 1.1: A geometry-material-machine-process road map for AM and Maker Movement(Gao et
al.,2015)
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The fourth potential can be classified as the elimination of material waste, because RP technologies
fabricate parts by adding material by layer by layer instead of the conventional fabrication process
where parts are fabricated using material removal processes. Except for the above major potentials,
RP is capable of fabricating lightweight and complex shape products in an energy efficient way com-
pared to the traditional manufacturing processes. With the mentioned capability in the manufacturing
industry, researchers have realized that the term RP is no longer capable of covering the whole spec-
trum. Then researchers have proposed to replace the term as Additive Manufacturing (AM). Figure
1.1 shows, geometry design for AM, material design for AM, development of computational tools,
interfaces, manufacturing tools and processes have replaced the designer, manufacturer and end cus-
tomer into a single person call “maker”. Also, applications and impact on Nano-scale to large-scale
industries like bio fabrication, electronics, personal products, automotive, architecture/construction
and aerospace/defense attract the immense number of researchers. Examples of Figure 1.2 illustrate
the ability to depose materials in selective places affords unique design capabilities and opportunities
that cannot be achieve by other manufacturing processes. Apart from that capability to fabricate func-
tional assemblies and parts with integrated sensors using integration of multiple material, AM shows
great prospect and potential in manufacturing multi-functional parts (Gao et al.,2015).

Figure 1.2: Examples of objects that can fabricated using AM. (a) three rhinos, printed using Open-
Fab, demonstrating voxelizable objects with gradient material (Vidimče et al., 2013), (b) artificial
printed ear (image courtesy of Wake Forest Regenerative Institute), (c) metallic turbine printed using
DMLS (image courtesy of Solid Concepts), (d) 3-D printable lithium-ion rechargeable battery (Sun
et al., 2013), (e) PCB fabricated using liquid metal printer (Zheng et al., 2014), (f) printed prosthetic
limb (image courtesy of Bespoke Innovation)

People start investing more effort in order to make Additive Manufacturing closer to the mass pro-
ductions. While various attempts to develop current and new technologies for enhance the attributes
of AM, few researchers tried to combine additive and subtractive manufacturing technologies. Also,
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few attempts to merge AM technologies to fabricate a single part. So, few units working together to
fabricate single unit can be declare as collaboration. As for (Agranoff & McGuire,2003) , a process
that simplifies and executes in multi-organizational arrangements to solve a problem that cannot be
solved or solved easily by a single organization, can be called as Collaboration. In a simple manner
collaboration means co-labor, working together to achieve a common goal. Collaboration act as a key
feature in manufacturing industry starting from mass production line to automation. Which enable
collaboration as a viable candidate to enhance the additive manufacturing systems. This paper is an
attempt to show the potentials of collaborations in additive manufacturing.

1.2 Problem Statement

Current traditional manufacturing, known as the automation line which follows industry 3.0, has dif-
ficulty in adapting to the mass customization due to a limitation in automation. Because of the major
drawbacks like accuracy, repeatability, manufacturing speed and cost, AM has not been adapted by
the traditional industrial factories, especially in the mass production of regular parts. But still, AM has
dominant traditional manufacturing technologies in the making of complex and customized products.
With the capability of delivering the customized product, AM has a higher potential than traditional
manufacturing to carry the industrial manufacturing towards Industry 4.0. Multi-material deposition
is one of the key roles in AM towards the end-user products. Most of the final products consist with
multifunctional structures to achieve a different task within single product which composed of dif-
ferent type of materials. Multi-material deposition in AM can be classified into two technologies.
First, sequence base deposition, which can be defined as deposition of different type of material one
after other on a single part. ‘Independent dual extruder’ by (BCN3D-Technologies,2018) and ‘dual
parking extruder’ by (3D-Proto,2014) are multi-material dispensing AM machines with two nozzle
heads, which one nozzle wait until other one complete required part by that material or nozzle size.
‘Prusa i3 mk3’ by (Prusa-3D,2016) is another multi-material dispensing machine available in the
market which use only one nozzle to dispense four materials in sequence base, and which also limit
the part quality, selecting a different class of materials and printing speed. Second, simultaneous base
deposition, where more than one material dispenses occur in parallel on a single part. ‘Multi-head
3D printer’ by (Titan-Robotics,2017) working on collaborative control for multiple print heads to
print at once on a single part. Another company called (Stacker,2015) introduced a ‘4-Head 3D
printer’, which prints four identical parts in the same printing platform. Titan Robots and Stacker
have solved the universal problem of ‘efficiency’, by reducing the cycle time for art. Though both of
above-mentioned 3D printers can print simultaneously, they cannot be classified as collaborative 3D
printing, because of the printing heads work together inside a single unit. Benefits of collaborative
AM are elimination of assembly process and production line, minimize the work space, capability
of managing multi task simultaneously, minimize fabrication cycle time and ability to identify most
optimized tool path etc. Fabricating the final product can be done in two ways, with the assembly
process, where fabricating different material parts at a time and assembling at the end, which is the
ordinary way in current multi-material deposition units. On the other hand, without assembling is the
other way of fabricating whole product using multiple AM units at the same time. Multi-Material
Multi-Technology FDM (MMMT FDM) is a system with two FDM machines and moving platform
which works on a single part/model (Espalin, Alberto Ramirez, Medina, & Wicker,2014). Multi
3D system is another system that uses two FDM machines to print, a KUKA robot to transfer the
printing platform between stations and a CNC machine with thermal embedding head to cut the 3D
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printed part and has embedded the wires to increase the strength of the structure (Coronel Jr,2015)
. Even though above two systems collaborate between AM units to eliminate the assembly process,
workstation (printing platform) must be move in between units which will make these systems be-
long to sequence base deposition technology with its own limitations. Even though collaboration
among AM units was used unintentionally to overcome requirements of certain applications, there
is a research gap to be filled for collaboration among additive manufacturing and generate tool-path
for each AM unit to support multi-material depositions. (Daugherty et al.,2006;Schuh, Potente,
Wesch-Potente, Weber, & Prote,2014)

1.3 Objectives of the Thesis

1. To develop Collaboration between multiple Additive Manufacturing units to support advance
applications such as Multi-Material Deposition.

1.4 Limitations and Scope

• Material attributes are not considered due to this study is focused on toolpath generation for
collaborative additive manufacturing.

• Since Additive Manufacturing has various techniques to deposit the materials, this study only
focuses on extrusion-based material deposition.

• The clay depositing machine (PAANFUN 1.0) will be used in order to validate this study.

• Because of the limited budget and time only two AM units will be used for the implementation
process.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This study endeavors to propose how collaborations come into play in additive manufacturing to
achieve efficient and flexible tool-path generation for multiple additive manufacturing units. There-
fore, the literature review focuses on the role of collaboration in manufacturing industries and attempts
to manage the deposition of multiple material attributes in additive manufacturing.

2.1 Role of Collaboration in Manufacturing

Human start to realize that working together can solve a problem quickly and easily. So, in the
early stage of manufacturing few labors work together to fabricate product using different expertise.
With the development of machines, operators used machines to complete specific tasks. In recent
past emerging technology automation overtook the traditional manufacturing technologies, which
use robots work collaborative fashion in an assembly line. In present manufacturing industry in a
transition period from automation technology to smart manufacturing which is known as Industry
4.0.

Figure 2.1: Dimensions of collaboration (Schuh et al.,2014)

Collaboration receiving close review relating to Industry 4.0, which can be also name as collaborative
manufacturing. (Liu & Xu,2017) has declared that “collaboration” is the heart of Industry 4.0. Also,
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the latest survey shows that two of the main terms found in Industry 4.0 literature are “collaboration”
and “interconnection”. As Figure 2.1 shows, collaboration has three main dimensions, (1) commu-
nication, (2) coordination, and (3) cooperation. Each dimension having two collaborative practices
shows the challenges which the collaboration faces in each direction. Information-sharing and sense-
making are the challenges in communication, while coordination has to deal with resource-pooling
and goal-congruence, and cooperation facing the challenges in empowerment and cross functional
activities (Schuh et al.,2014). Overcoming these challenges become lot easier than past with the im-
provement of IoT which enable real-time monitoring. CPS is another key technique in Industry 4.0,
with the capability of real-time decision making. With the help of above techniques collaboration
became lot smarter and more productive. It’s clear that only the improvement of the higher level of
collaboration can shift towards Industry 4.0, with the necessity of high-level collaboration and not
exclusively on a large sub component among companies, but specifically on between smaller com-
ponents like machines and humans (Hermann, Pentek, & Otto,2016). Collaborative manufacturing
can be categorized into three sections (Dilberoglu, Gharehpapagh, Yaman, & Dolen,2017).

2.1.1 Collaborations Between Human

The first is that, during the second industrial revolution, with the finding of the electricity enabled
mass production, it required a collaboration of excess number of labors along the assembly line
as show in the Figure 2.2. Incompatibility and the dependent of each other labor were the main
drawbacks of this system.

Figure 2.2: Collaboration between human (image courtesy Robert Scentre)
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2.1.2 Collaborations Between Human and Machines

The second is a collaboration between human and machine, a direct physical interaction between hu-
mans and machines as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Because of small batch size for customized products,
it demands a boost in flexibility and adaptability to rearrange the assembly. Therefore, an assisted
machine or robot but human guided assembly has important advantages compared to automation.
The collaborative robots also are known as ‘cobots’, which supports human employees rather than
replacing (Surdilovic, Schreck, & Schmidt,2010).

Figure 2.3: Collaborations between human and machines (image courtesy Thomas)

2.1.3 Collaborations Between Machines

According to the Figure 2.4 collaboration between two or more robots, also known as synchronous
robots, where the whole process is done without human interference. Synchronous robots received
a lot of attention due to the following reasons; with several units working on the same product, it
reduces cycle time and increase the productivity, multiple robots with different type of tools can cope
with complex issues easier than the just one arm with one tool at once, because one robot hold the
part, part positioning becomes more flexible while other robots are working, multiple processes can
be done in a single workstation (e.g. drilling, taping and welding) which eliminate the time to move
parts in between workstations. Applications of synchronous robots are material handling, painting,
welding, manufacturing, assembly and other processes (Ranky,2003).
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Figure 2.4: Collaborations between machines (image courtesy Srishti Robotics)

2.2 Additive Manufacturing

Additive Manufacturing (AM) gained a lot of attention alongside the Industry 4.0, especially due
to its capability of mass customization and fabricating multi-functional structures and capability in
dispensing vast range of materials to create end-user products which mostly consists with multiple
material components. Using AM alongside with collaboration, has a great potential of fabricating
end-user products, eliminating the assembly process. Some of the key characteristics in the main
techniques of additive manufacturing are summarized and discussed in table 2.1. In the section 2.2.1
briefly describe about the research conducted to handle multiple material attributes using additive
manufacturing. Last section 2.2.2 briefly explain the 3D structural electronics.
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Table 2.1: Additive manufacturing processes summary

Technique Principle Material Advantages Limitations

Fused deposition
modeling (FDM)

Extrusion-
based

Thermoplastice
(ABS,PA , PC,
PLA, ETC);
glass;
eutectic metal;
ceramics;
etc.

easy of use
and maintaining;
easily reachable;
multiple materials
structure;
cheap.

easy of use
and maintaining;
easy to reach;
multiple materials
structures;
rough surface and cheap;
lower resolution;
higher cost
(for metal
and glass parts)

Directly ink
writing (DIW)

Extrusion-
based

food, ceramic,
plastic, living
cells, composites

Versatile
Lower resolution;
requirement of post-
processing

Stereo lithography
apparatus (SLA)
and Digital light
processing (DLP)

Photocuring Photopolymers
Higher accuracy;
simple

homogeneous material;
unbiocompatible
structures

Laminated object
manufacturing
(LOM)

Lamination

Sheet material
(sheets, metal
film,plastic
paper, cellulose,etc

Versatile;
lower cost;
easiness of fabricate
larger parts

Time consuming;
fixed mechanical
properties;
low number of
material;
limitations in designing

Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS)
and
selective Laser
Melting (SLM)

Powder based
Laser curing

Ceramic,PC,
metal, ceramic
ABS,PVC
Powdered plastic
styrene, acrylic
wax, etc.

Higher accuracy;
higher adaptation
of materials;
higher strength

fixed
mechanical
properties;
expensive

Photopolymer
Jetting (Ployjet)

Inkjet-based
Liquid
photopolymers

Higher accuracy expensive

3D power Binder
Jetting (3DP)

Inkjet-based

Any material
in particular form,
suger, ceramics,
plaster, etc.

No support material;
versatile;
cheap;
colorful fabrication

Lower strength;
post surface
treatment; fixed
mechanical
properties
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2.2.1 Multi-material Additive Manufacturing (MMAM)

With the revolution in industrial manufacturing, conventional manufacturing processes may not be
capable of meeting the requirements of intelligent manufacturing. On the other hand, AM has higher
capabilities to achieve the IM requirements like mass-customization, where multi-material play im-
portant role in fabricating end-user products with multi-functional structure. In fact, MMAM offer
a wide range of opportunities for functionality, design and high value cost effective products (Vaezi,
Chianrabutra, Mellor, & Yang,2013).

2.2.1.1 Photopolymer Vat Processes

Photopolymer vat processes fabricate parts by curing photopolymer liquids using UV rays or a laser in
a layer-by-layer fashion . Stereolithography (SL), the first patent in AM act as the core of photopoly-
mer vat processes. The main advantage of SL is high quality of surface finish and the dimensional
accuracy. On other hand SL had difficulties adapting to multi-material because of it consist with a vat
filled with one material and part fabricates inside. However, there are many researches and applica-
tions of multi-material related to SL, because of its benefits. (Choi, MacDonald, & Wicker,2010)
published many papers related to multi-material SL systems. In 2010 used a vat that capable of
changing liquid resin between layers, using a syringe to feed to material into vat. Again in 2011 in-
troduce a newly developed rotating platform and rotating vat carousel system consisting of four vats
mounted on a rotary stage. The control center includes an automatic leveling system and fabricated
chess pieces using three different materials as shown in the Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Multi-material SL system developed by the (Choi et al.,2010)

A DMD2-based SL system called Multi-Material Mask-Image-Projection-based Stereolithography
(MIPSL) which uses bottom-up projection to fabricate 3D multi-material objects faster. Using bottom-
up projection the portion of built up material to be cleaned when switching to new material vats was
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reduced. As shown in Figure 2.6, by using a rough cleaning through a soft brush for remove the ex-
cessive materials on the surface of part and ultrasonic cleaner to final cleaning process were the next
step executed after the polymerization and before switching to a new material. Complete of cleaning
part require to dry before switching for a new material and process will be carried out until object is
completed. zhou2015industry.

Figure 2.6: Multiple material DMD- based SL system (Zhou et al.,2015)

2.2.1.2 Material Jetting Processes

Material jetting processes use similar type of technology as inkjet printers, by dispensing droplets of
materials and build up layer by layer. Material jetting processes can be categories according to the
dispensing technique as Drop on Demand (DoD) and continues inkjet (CIJ). Where DoD have higher
accuracy and smaller drop size but lack in printing speed compare to CIJ. Commercial inkjet printer
was modified to fabricate multi-material patterns layer by layer (Ibrahim et al., 2006). DoD inkjet
printer based on pneumatic actuators was published by Xie et al. (2010).Jetted photopolymer using
multiple nozzle heads were cured immediately as it fabricated by using UV lights in order to fabricate
multiple material parts. ConnexTM printers by Objet Geometries Ltd. (www.objet.com) and ProJet
printers (formerly InVisionTM) by 3D Systems Inc. (www.3dsystems.com) were the examples for
material jetting processes as shown in the Figure 2.7.

2.2.1.3 Extrusion-Base Systems

Extrusion-base systems deposit materials layer-by-layer in continuous flow to fabricate an object.
Based on melting and without melting are the key techniques in extrusion base systems as illustrated
in Figure 2.8. Safari’s group at Rutgers University (Pilleux et al.,2002) fabricated 3D photonic band
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Figure 2.7: Connex 3D printer and ProJet 3D printer

gap (PBG) objects from wax (as the support) and aluminum using FDMM. The co-firing of multiple-
materials ceramics objects are fabricated using different ceramics which have dissimilar shrinkage
and sintering temperatures .

Figure 2.8: Two subgroups in Extrusion-based AM (Vaezi et al.,2013)

2.2.1.4 Powder Bed Fusion Processes

Using thermal energy on powder generate the ability to melt according to the desired design. (Justin,
Stucker, Gabbita, & Britt,2011) .Selective Laser Sinterine (SLS) can be define as melting partially
of available powder in order to generate a layer.Where Selective Laser Melting (SLM) can be define
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when full melting was performed. University of Texas at Austin,USA had researched in multi ma-
terial deposition and used two distinctive deposition approaches: (1) First material will be deposited
completely on the layer which will be followed by material removal process and the deposition pro-
cess of the second material, and (2) Primary layer will be deposited using a roller while secondary
layer use nozzle for the material deposition (Lappo, Jackson, Wood, Bourell, & Beaman,2003).
Laser Insitut Mittelsachsen e.V., Germany also worked in the same research area in order to control
the deposition of multiple material. As Figure 2.9 display the system consist with two cylindrical
bores containing silver and copper powder supplies and one for the building area piston. Where two
blades sweep material from reservoir to platform and using a laser bonding process will be carried
out (Regenfuss et al.,2007) .

Figure 2.9: Ring blades system to powder storage (Regenfuss et al.,2007)
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2.2.2 3D Structural Electronics

With the improvement of the technology electrical devices transformed into smart devices which
mostly consist with protective cover, battery, display, electronics and sensors. Because of additive
manufacturing offers freedom in fabrication, in past two decades researchers explored in the context
of 3d electronics later known as 3D printed electronics or 3D structural electronics as shown in Figure
2.10. As a summary 3D structural electronics transform dump objects into smart devices. Sensors
acting key role in the smart devices by getting a feedback which requires to make decisions and
execution. Following Figure 2.11 summarize the information of 3D printed sensors (Xu et al.,2017).

Figure 2.10: 3D printed electronics (Xu et al.,2017)

2.3 Collaboration in Additive Manufacturing

Collaboration being a vital feature in current manufacturing industry and AM, which can be declare
as the future of manufacturing industry, shows an immense potential towards combination of these
two key technologies. There are two methods in AM to fabricate a user-end product; (1) fabricate
components in pieces and assemble them together at the end or (2) build everything at one location
with AM unit. First method is fine for prototyping, but with multi-functional parts in the end-user
products face difficulties to achieve the certain requirements like part finish, cycle time and strength,
etc. Apart from that first approach require another process to assemble the fabricated parts. Second
approach minimize or eliminate assembly process and whole part is built at a one location. Despite
being able to eliminate or minimize assembly process, AM unit must be capable of fabricating multi-
functional (e.g. hard and flexible or opaque and transparent) parts with multiple material. Currently to
overcome the challenge of fabricating multiple material, AM use multiple nozzles, blending nozzles,
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Figure 2.11: Information of 3D printed sensors (Xu et al.,2017))
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multiple vat (SLA), and color inject heads (only capable of changing the color within a part) (Choi
et al.,2010;Hsieh & Langrana,2001) . However, the main drawbacks are (1) unable to use different
class of materials (e.g. metal and plastic) due to characteristics of materials are different (e.g. melting
temperature) and depositing nozzles can affect each other, (2) low build quality and (3) Cleaning
process is require if use common nozzle or vat to deposit the material.

The previous researches show that some researchers have accidentally touched collaboration in AM
in order to achieve certain applications, because there are few attempts to use both additive and
subtractive manufacturing technologies together to achieve a finish product. As an example, in three-
dimensional Structural Electronics (3DSE) quite number of researchers use AM technologies to build
the part and CNC (a subtractive technology) machine to cut the substrates which allow to include
conductive material (Sochol et al.,2018) . Nevertheless, these systems are operated in a manual
fashion. Which seek the attention of researchers to make these systems automate and allow units to
work together (collaborate) without human intervention. Also using few AM units with different AM
technologies to build part gained the attention of the researchers. Because the pros and cons of each
technology different from each other. (Otter & Lucyszyn,2016) showed that: (1) FDM lacking in
printing resolution and (2) SLA has issues with bowing and shrinkage, while SLA has good reso-
lution and FDM has no issues with shrinkage and bowing show the great opportunity to merge AM
technologies and work together to achieve the required part. Benefits of using collaborative additive
manufacturing can be address as follows: (1) improvement of efficiency (minimize fabrication cycle
time and cost), (2) improvement of flexibility, (3) capability to handle multiple material deposition,
(4) minimize work-space, (5) minimize or eliminate production line and assembly process, (6) ca-
pability of managing multiple task simultaneously, and (7) ability to identify most optimized tool
path.

2.3.1 Current State of Collaboration in Additive Manufacturing

Multi-material AM able to deposit different type of material attributes and achieve parts with: (1)
colors, (2) Flexible and hard materials, (3) water soluble support structures, (4) composite materials,
and (5) transparent and opaque (Vaezi et al.,2013). Multi-material deposition in AM can be classified
into two technologies. First, sequence base deposition, which can be defined as deposition of different
type of material one after other on a single part.

Figure 2.12: Sigmax, independent dual ex-
truder by (BCN3D-Technologies,2018)

Figure 2.13: Dual parking extruder by (3D-
Proto,2014)
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As Figure 2.12 shows under the title ‘Independent dual extruder’ 3D printer call Sigma was launched
by (BCN3D-Technologies,2018), which capable of fabricating two material parts with variable layer
thickness using two independent tool heads in a same part .‘dual parking extruder’ by (3D-Proto,2014)
is multi-material dispensing AM machines with two nozzle heads, which one nozzle wait until other
one complete required part by that material or nozzle size which displayed in Figure2.13.

Figure 2.14: Prusa i3 mk3 by (Prusa-3D,2016)

According to the Figure 2.14 ‘Prusa i3 mk3’ by (Prusa-3D,2016) is another multi-material dispensing
machine available in the market which use only one nozzle to dispense four materials in sequence
base, and which also limit the part quality, selecting a different class of materials and printing speed.

Figure 2.15: The Cronus by (Titan-
Robotics,2017)

Figure 2.16: (Stacker,2015) multi-head 3D
printer S4

Second, simultaneous base deposition, where more than one material dispenses occur in parallel on
a single part. The Cronus by (Titan-Robotics,2017) is a Fused filament fabrication (FFF) multi-
gantry 3D printer that has multiple tool heads to increase the fabrication speed of complex and large
part. The Cronus use Autodesk Netfabb 3D printing software to collaborate the tool path of multiple
printhead intelligently as shown in the Figure2.15. As demonstrated in Figure 2.16, S4 designed
by (Stacker,2015) (2015), a multiple-head 3D printer with four printing head that collaboratively
fabricate four identical parts. In simple this printer can be defined as four printers inside one massive
unit .
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Figure 2.17: MMMT FDM (Espalin et al.,2014)

As Figure 2.18 shows, Multi3D is a printing system focused on including both subtractive and additive
technologies to manufacture electronic circuits on aerospace application. Multi3D composed with
two FDM AM machines, CNC machine to cut substrates, thermal embedding head to insert metal
wires and an industrial KUKA robot to move the platform (Coronel Jr,2015) .

Figure 2.18: Multi3D (Coronel Jr,2015)

The Multi-Material, Multi-Technology Fused Deposition Modeling (MMMT FDM) is collaborative
additive manufacturing system capable of deposition of multiple material using two extrusion tips.
Benefit of MMMT FDM include: (1) achieving required properties (e.g., strength, bulk/compressive/tensile/flexible,
weight and thermal conductivity) by combining layers with variable layer thicknesses and materials
strategically to display different properties, and (2) attained desired aesthetics by using materials with
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different colors. MMMT FDM consist with two FDM machines and one pneumatic powered moving
platform as displays in Figure 2.17 (Espalin et al.,2014) . Even though above two systems collaborate
between AM units to eliminate the assembly process, workstation (printing platform) has to be move
in between units which will make these systems belong to sequence base deposition technology. As
shown in the Figure 2.19, hyproline AM production line was developed for flexible high performance
manufacturing line. This attempt can be consider as trying to use convention manufacturing line with
AM units instead of machines and robots. Even though collaboration among AM units was used
unintentionally to overcome requirements of certain applications, there is a research gap to be filled
for collaboration among additive manufacturing and generate tool-path for each AM unit to fabricate
a common product efficiently.

Figure 2.19: Hyproline AM production line by TNO
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Chapter 3

Concept Generation

3.1 Idea Generation

Throughout the last decades, additive manufacturing has shown rapid improvement. As a result, it
now holds the ability to fabricate many types of functional parts like mechanical parts with motion
(hinge, joint, etc.), electronic circuits (PCBs), complex designs with the help of soluble support ma-
terials and even electronic components (sensors, capacitors, etc.). So, with these capabilities, additive
manufacturing shows great potential to fabricate a fully commercial product, instead of fabricating
components of the commercial product separately. Even though, deposition of multiple materials
raises the issue when it comes to fabricating a final product. In order to answer the issue, the idea
of using multiple additive manufacturing units working collaboratively on a common platform was
introduced as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: multiple additive manufacturing units working collaboratively on a common platform to
support multi-material deposition
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3.1.1 Collaborative Additive Manufacturing (Co-AM)

Collaborative additive manufacturing (Co-AM) can be defined as multiple AM units working together
to support advanced applications such as multi-material depositions in order to fabricate a final prod-
uct. The core idea of the Co-AM is to overcome the challenges occur while depositions of multiple
material and generate tool-path to increase the fabrication efficiency. Co-AM consists of three Com-
ponents as shown in Figure 3.2;

1. Identifying Layer Features – Identification of material attributes for corresponding AM unit

2. Tool-paths Generation – Generation of efficient and collision-free tool-path for multiple AM
units

3. Communication – Arrangement of the communication between PC and AM units

Figure 3.2: Components of Collaborative Additive Manufacturing (Co-AM)

3.1.1.1 Identifying Layer Features

Identifying the layer features can be considered as the core of collaborative additive manufacturing
where it acts key roles in both tool-paths generation and communication for multiple additive manu-
facturing units. Each layer can be consisting of multiple material attributes. Identifying the regions
for each material attribute supports the assignment of material attributes to the corresponding additive
manufacturing unit as shown in the Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Identifying Layer Features

The traditional additive manufacturing file format STL cannot be used when coming to the multi-
material deposition because STL file format doesn’t consist of material attributes. STL file format
has only information about the three vertices and facet normal as display in Figure 3.4. Because of
that researcher has proposed to contain data in voxel format, which contains the position coordinates
and the material attributes. Using the Voxel file format all the data were sorted according to the
material attributes and separated into different regions. Later those regions were used to generate
point cloud files for each material attribute.

Figure 3.4: STL file format and Voxel file format

As illustrated in Figure 3.6, the point cloud file was converted back to the STL file format because
of the STL file format compatible with most of the available tool-path generating software and the
ease of use. In order to convert from point cloud file format to STL Meshlab which is an open-
source software was used. The Point cloud required normal to create the mesh. Meshlab can generate
normal to a point cloud and create the mesh using the generated point cloud with normal, also Meshlab
software support to export generated mesh as STL file format.
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Figure 3.5: Conversion of point cloud file format to STL file format

3.1.1.2 Tool-paths Generation

Tool-paths generation serve as the brain of the collaboration additive manufacturing by making all
decisions for the system. As examples tool-paths generation decide which AM unit should work,
which task AM units should perform, when AM units should start, from where AM units should start
and most importantly avoid collision between AM units.First all the STL files containing different
material attributes was converted to g-code files using open source software like Cura and Slicer as
display in the Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Conversion of STL file format to g-code file format
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Next step was to identify the line type as illustrated on the Figure 3.7.

1. Skirt – purpose of the skirt is to prepare the nozzle for the fabrication process

2. Inner shell – inner wall to increase the strength of the part units

3. Out-most shell – out-most wall which helps to find the part regions

4. Infill – infill of the layer

Figure 3.7: identification of line type in g-code file format

As shown in Figure 3.8, after the identification of line types, in each layer g-code was separated and
assigned to arrays according to the line types for each material attribute.

Figure 3.8: Assignment of g-codes to arrays according to line type
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Simultaneous fabrication is a key factor when come to the efficiency in collaborative additive manu-
facturing. In order to execute simultaneous there are few requirements as follows;

1. Identify Collisions

2. Maximize simultaneous fabrication

3. Identify the simultaneous fabrication region is significant

Identify collisions
Safe distance Threshold is the shortest distance between nozzle tips without colliding into each other.
As display in Figure 3.9 safe distance threshold is a constant that can be calculated using the noz-
zle heads sizes. The safe distance threshold was used to compare with the distance between points
of two different material attributes and identify whether those two points are eligible to fabricate
simultaneously.

Figure 3.9: Safe distance threshold

For example, the safe distance threshold is 20mm and the distance between the first lines of two
material attributes is 37.2 mm as shown in Figure 3.10. because the distance is greater than the safe
distance threshold value, these two points are capable of fabricating simultaneously.

Figure 3.10: Example for identifying collision
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Maximize Simultaneous Fabrication
With the ability to identify the Collision between additive manufacturing units, now system need
to maximize the simultaneous fabrication. In order to maximize simultaneous fabrication, all the
elements inside the material attribute arrays were compared in the sequence pattern and selected the
elements that have the highest length for simultaneous fabrication as shown in the Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Maximize simultaneous printing

Identify the Simultaneous Fabrication Region is Significant
Finally, the identification of having a significant simultaneous fabrication region is required in or-
der to generate efficient tool-path. The minimum simultaneous threshold was defined to compare the
length of the selected maximum region. In order to fabricate simultaneously, the length of the selected
maximum region should be greater than the minimum simultaneous threshold. The minimum thresh-
old value can be found by trial and error, also depend on the printing area and layer size minimum
simultaneous threshold can be adjusted.

The following flow diagram in Figure 3.12 shows the tool-path generation process with the help of
simultaneous fabrication method.
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Figure 3.12: Flow diagram of simultaneous fabrication
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3.1.1.3 Communication

The last component of collaborative additive manufacturing is communication, which covers the com-
munication between computer and additive manufacturing units. Because communication establishes
based on serial communication and the additive manufacturing units having a limited buffer size
compare to computer communication can be considered as the main factor that effects the fabrication
process.

As Figure 3.13 shows computer holds the g-codes commands until the computer receives an ‘ok’
from the additive manufacturing unit for the previous g-code commands. This method is useful when
dealing with limited buffer size because the additive manufacturing units send ‘ok’ only when g-code
command buffered into receiving buffer. If the buffer is full additive manufacturing unit will hold the
‘ok’ feedback until g-code command buffered into the buffer. This method will ensure no data loss
while sending commands.

Figure 3.13: Communication for sending g-code commands to additive manufacturing units

Figure 3.14: Communication for transition of additive manufacturing units

Figure 3.14 illustrates how the communication process identifies the allocated task completed by the
additive manufacturing unit. Every occasion when the computer sends the last g-code command of a
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task, the computer keeps sending an additional g-code command to receive the current nozzle position
of the corresponding additive manufacturing unit. Additional g-code command was repeated until the
nozzle head reached the final g-code command location. This method is useful in the transition
between additive manufacturing units.

Figure 3.15 shows the complete flow chart of the collaborative additive manufacturing. Which consist
with the identification of layer features, tool path generation and communication between computer
and additive manufacturing units.
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Figure 3.15: Flow chart for collaborative additive manufacturing
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Figure 3.16: Flow chart for collaborative additive manufacturing (continue)
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Figure 3.17: Flow chart for collaborative additive manufacturing (continue)
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Chapter 4

System Development

4.1 Algorithm Development

Collaborative Additive Manufacturing (Co-AM) mainly focused on the generating efficient and flex-
ible toolpaths for multiple AM units to support multi-material deposition. In order to do that there
is a need of algorithm to fabricate the product starting from CAD file. Figure 4.1 exhibits the flow
diagram of developed algorithm.

Figure 4.1: Developed algorithm for collaborative additive manufacturing.
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4.2 Software Development

Software was developed in order to validate the developed algorithm. Visual Studio 2017 version was
used to develop the windows application. The software was named as the “Co-Print”, which consist
with 3 tabs. Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 shows the tabs for home, AM unit setup, Voxel file data and
simulation screen respectively. Home tab was used to explain collaborative additive manufacturing,
AM unit setup tab was designed to get the information about available additive manufacturing units,
which requires to make decisions. Voxel data file tab was designed to perform the algorithm from
importing file to fabrication. Then the software accomplished functions like connecting to AM units,
control AM units, set temperature, show simulation of fabrication and ability to send commands to
the AM units. So, this software is capable of extracting data from voxel file to generate the toolpath
for multiple AM units and have the capability to convert each toolpath into g-code for AM units.

Figure 4.2: Home tab of the Software.
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Figure 4.3: AM units setup tab of the software.

Figure 4.4: Voxel file data tab of the software.
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Figure 4.5: Simulation screen.

4.3 Prototype Development

Prototype was developed in order to validate the simulation from developed software, which represent
the developed algorithm, work in real life. Only two units of AM was used, with the limited time and
budget. Because of having developed in-house clay extrusion base AM unit (PAANFUN by Hahuad.)
as in Figure 4.6, it was adapted to the prototype development.

Figure 4.6: PAANFUN by Hahuad

PAANFUN had two degree of freedom (up-down direction and left-right direction) for nozzle head
and one degree of freedom (back-forth direction) for the fabrication platform which served its pur-
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poses. The simultaneous fabrication process can be limited by moving fabrication platform, because
multiple AM units have to fabricate simultaneously. So, Adjustment was made for in-house AM unit
by giving three degree of freedom for nozzle head to move in all three directions and fabrication
platform is in static condition, in order to multiple AM units can work simultaneously.

Figure 4.7: Prototype CAD design for AM units

Figure 4.7 shows the CAD prototype design for AM units. At the same time, Figure 4.8 describe
how actual prototype design was build in order to demonstrate multiple AM unit work together in a
common platform.

Marlin firmware was modified and used in order to translate the commands sent by developed soft-
ware (Co-Print) into motion of AM units as shown in Figure 4.9. Marlin is an open source firmware
built to drive 3D printers. Using serial communication between Co-Print and marlin firmware, gen-
erated g-codes from Co-print software will sent to the marlin firmware in real-time to execute the
fabrication process.
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Figure 4.8: Setup for two AM units with common platform

Figure 4.9: Marlin Firmware communication with CO-Print Software
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Chapter 5

Results and Discussions

5.1 System Operation

Collaborative additive manufacturing concept was established, and implementation process was car-
ried out with the assistance of the software (Co-Print) and hardware prototype. The whole process
starting from connecting prototyped AM units to the Co-print software and setting up the AM units in
Co-print software. Afterwards the voxel data file will be imported and as mentioned in the developed
algorithm all calculations and decision making will be done. With the command of print and draw
respectively in the Co-print software, will provide a real-time fabrication using AM units.

5.2 Implementation and Results of Developed Prototype

The implementation process was conducted to validate the concept of collaborative additive manufac-
turing to support multi-material deposition. In order to validate the study two examples were chosen
where one can be fabricated simultaneously and other examples fabricate in sequence manner.

Figure 5.1: Examples used in implementation process for simultaneous fabrication

5.2.1 Implementation and Results for Simultaneous Fabrication

First example as illustrated in Figure 5.1was fabricated simultaneously, where the layer size was
96mm x 38mm.The system took 2minutes and 28 seconds to finish the process.Figure5.2 display
stages in the simultaneous fabrication process. As shown in the (a), fabrication stated with both
machines fabricating simultaneously in a collaborative fashion in order to fabricate the shells of the
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current layer. The fabrication process of remaining shells was illustrated in (b) and (c), which was
followed by the fabrication process of infills for each material attribute displayed in (d) and (e). (f)
and Figure 5.3 shows the final results for simultaneous fabrication..

Figure 5.2: Stages in simultaneous fabrication. (a)simultaneous fabrication of shells, (b)fabrication
of remaining shell for material attribute 1, (c)fabrication of remaining shell for material attribute 2,
(d) fabrication of infill for material attribute 1, (e) fabrication of infill for material attribute 2, (f)After
the fabrication process completed

Figure 5.3: Results for simultaneous fabrication

in order to compare the results of simultaneous fabrication with conventional fabrication, fabrication
time of each material attribute was found by an open source software as shown in Figure 5.4
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Figure 5.4: Same example using conventional fabrication

The results show that the time taken to fabricate parts separately by conventional fabrication was 3
minutes and 30 seconds while simultaneous fabrication took 2 minutes and 28 seconds. Because
of using simultaneous fabrication efficiency can be increased by 70.48% also save 1 minute and 2
seconds per layer comparatively to the conventional method.

5.2.2 Implementation and Results for Sequence Fabrication

As illustrated in Figure5.5 second example was implemented in order to validate, that system identify
simultaneous fabrication cannot be performed in this example. Also results shows that current system
capable of fabricating parts with multi-material as shown in Figure5.6.

Figure 5.5: Example for sequence based fabrication
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Figure 5.6: Results for sequence based fabrication
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Chapter 6

6.1 Conclusion

The main objective of this thesis study was to develop collaboration among the additive manufactur-
ing units to support multi-material deposition. To achieve this target concept of collaborative additive
manufacturing was successfully developed, which consist with identification of layer attributes, tool-
path generation and communication among computer and additive manufacturing units. safe distance
threshold acting as the key factor, collision free and efficient tool-path was generated. Algorithm was
developed to implement the concept of collaborative additive manufacturing, which was later devel-
oped into a software. Software was capable of illustrating validity of the concept. In order to verify
that the develop software capable of fabrication with multiple AM units, prototype with multiple AM
units were developed. Also, collaborative additive manufacturing can be achieved for n number of ad-
ditive manufacturing units by using developed algorithm. Results of prototype conclude that concept
of collaborative additive manufacturing can be implemented successfully to deposit multi-material.

6.2 Recommendations

The collaborative additive manufacturing concept was successfully developed, a software was devel-
oped along with prototype with multiple AM units and the concept was successfully implemented.
However, there is still space for additional development to enhance the functionality of developed
concept, software and prototype. The developed concept should further explore in the aspect of ma-
terial properties to improve quality of the fabrication process. Also suggest drop-on demand AM
technique instead of current FDM system to support the fabrication using voxels.
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